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mark of being indigenus; and then, climbing up amcng the

branches, I shook them in a manner that must have exerted

no small leverage power on the outjct beneath, to possess

myselfof some of the fruit, as the native apples of Scotland.

On my descent I marked, without much thinking of the mat-6

tan appareni -1y recent crack running between the out et ander, Z5 i

the body of the precipice. I found, however, cause enough to

think of it on my return, scarce a month after; for then both

outjct and trees lay broken and fractured on the beach more

than a hundred feet below. With such momentum had. even

the slimmer twigs been dashed against the sea-pebbles, that

they stuck out from under more than a hundred tons of fallen

rock, divested of the bark on their under sides, as if peeled by

the hand. And what 1 felt on all these occasions was, I be

hove, not more in accordance with the nature of man as an in

stinct of the moral faculty, than in agreement with that provis

ion of the Divine Government under which a sparrow falleth

not without permissions There perhaps never was a time in

which the doctrine of a particular Providence was more ques

tioned and doubted than in the present; and yet the scepticism
which obtains regarding it seems to be very much a scepticism
of effort, conjured up by toiling intellects, in a quiet age, and

among the easy classes; while the belief which, partially and

for the time, it overshadows, lies safely entrenched all the

while amid. the fastnesscs of the unalterable nature of man.

When danger comes to touch it, it will spring up in its old

proportions; nay, so indigenous is it to the human heart, that

if it will not take its cultivated form as a belief in Providence,

it will to a certainty take to it its wild form as a belief in Fate

or Destiny. Of a doctrine so fundamentally important that

there can be no religion without it, God himself seems to have

taken care when lIe moulded the human heart.

The raven no longer builds among the rocks of the Hill of

Cromarty, and I saw many years ago its last pair of eagles.
This last noble bird was a not unfrequent visitor of the Sutors

early in the present century. I still remember scaring it from
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